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Old Testament I 
Dr. Michael S. Kogan 

THE DOCUMENTARY HYPOTIIESIS 

TI1e four sources of the early books of the Bible 

Source One: The ''r' Source 
Date: 850 B.C.E .. 
Place: Jerusalem 
Time covered: Garden ofEden-Reign of David 
Characteristics: Intimate novelistic stories (often with sexual emphasis). 

Most detailed version of stories 
Use of intimate proper name for God: YAHWEH, known only to the Israelites. 
Anointing of David-seen as crowning moment of world history. 

Found in books of Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Samuel. 

Source Two: The "E" Source 
Date: 750 B.C.E. 
Place: Northern Israel 
Time covered: Abraham-Saul 
Characteristics: Shorter, less intimate accounts (often less emphasis on sex). 

Stories stop before era of David; showing northern author's dislike for David's dynasty 
Use of generic term for God: ELOHIM. 

Found in books of Genesis (starting with Abraham stories), Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Samuel (up 
to Saul stories). · 

Source Three: The"D" Source 
Date: 650 B.C.E. 

· Place: Unknown, possibly Jerusalem or Shiloh 
Time covered: The book consists of a series of addresses allegedly delivered by Moses during the 
wandering in the Sinai Desert (1290-1250 B.C.E.). 
Characteristics: The "If-Then" consequentialist theology ( If you do good, earthly rewards follow; if you 

disobey God, punishment is swift and sure). 
Absolute Monotheism required of Israel. 
Centralization of worship "in the place where I cause My N rune to dwell." 

Found in Book Of Deuteronomy 
Deuteronomic historians, basing their thinking on the theology of Deuteronomy, heavily edited the books 
of Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings to reflect this thinking in 600-550 B.C.E. 

Source Four: The "P" Source 
Date; 550 B.C.E. 
Place: Babylonia 
Time covered: Creation-Moses 
Characteristics: Priestly perspective stressing ritual of animal sacrifice in days of Moses and Aaron, the 

first High Priest. Detailed description of Tabernacle in the wilderness, Ark, Menorah, etc. 
The peface to the Bible: the six-day creation story. 
The bridge passages between stories: "the begats." 

Found in following books: Genesis.whole second half of Exodus, all of Leviticus, whole first half of 
Numbers. 

The Editor of the whole.The Redactor, Ezra the Scribe 
. Date: 400-350 B.C.E. 
Place: Ezra edited the Torah in Babylon, ending it with Moses' death. He brought the Torah to Jerusalem. 
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The Torah 

Four Sources: J, E, D and P 

J: 950-850 B.C.E. (Jerusalem) 
E: 750 B.C.E. (Northern Israel) 
.D: 650 B:C.E. (Jerusalem/Shiloh") 
P: 550 B.C.E. (Babylon) 

The "J" Scroll 

950-850 B.C.E. - The king of Israel asks court historianis) to write a history of the world 
from creation to the anointing of King David. 

The "J" stories are characterized by: 

The exclusive use of the divine name YHWH. 

Boldness of presentation, vivid stories 
- Dramatic insight into both Divine and human nature arid inner motives 
- Behind human events is a Divine purpose 

Clear, direct, simple writing style used to express complex issues 
Characters realized in depth 

- Inner life of God and people explored 
. - Inner motives brought out through acts 
- Reader becomes almost a participant 
- God seen in personal, human terms as are the human characters · 
- Author's own sympathies revealed through story line and character's actions 
- People have free will. They are never puppets of fate or of God; although He uses 

their actions to realize His purposes 
- God Himself seems to learn and grow through interaction with His human 

creatures 

"J'" s story line. 

Genesis 

- Eden: Adam and Eve (problem) 
- . Cain and Abel (sin continues) 
The Flood (solution I, Noah as second Adam) 

- Post-flood blessing 
Sin ofNoah's son (failure of Noah) 

- The Tower of Babel (human folly) 



- Abraham's call (solution II, Abraham as third Adam) 
- Abraham and Sarah in Egypt (hero as sinner) 
- Abraham's dream vision of future suffering 

.- . Ishmael born 
- Three mysterious visitors (promise oflsaac's birth/debate over Sodom) 

Sodom destroyed 
Lot's sinful daughters 

- Birth oflsaac 
- The binding of Isaac (human sacrifice rejected) 
- Rebekah chosen for Isaac 

Birth of Jacob and Esau 
- Jacob takes Esau's birthright 

Jacob deceives Isaac 
- Jacob flees to Haran (Laban's home) 

. - The Lord reveals Himself to Jacob ( tl\e J ,._,t:-i,R{-<. r' o{ r ..t.~) 
- Jacob marries (twice) 

Jacob's children, 
Jacob flees back to Canaan 

- Jacob's wrestling match 
- Reconciliation with Esau 
- The rape of Dinah 
- Tattletale Joseph, favorite of Jacob 
- Joseph sold to Egypt 
- Joseph rises in Egypt via dreams 
- Famine: Joseph's brothers come to Egypt 
- Joseph tests them 
- Jacob comes to Egypt and family settles there 

Exodus· 

- Israel enslaved 
- Moses' birth, growth and maturity 

Contest: The Lord vs. Pharoah 
- The exodus (Lord as Liberator) 

Sinai (Lord as Law-Giver) 

. (skip big chunk of "P" material: Exodus 25-Numbers 10) 

Numbers 

Life in the desert, led by Moses 

Joshua 

Joshua replaces Moses 
- Crossing the Jordan 



- Conquest of Canaan 
Covenant renewal ceremony (Chapters 23 & 24) 

· Judges 

- Tales of local tribal chiefs who defend their territories against foreign invaders 

Samuel 

- Samuel, last of the judges 
Samuel finds and anoints Saul king 
Saul's failed monarchy · 

- David's anointing 
- David's reign (Success followed by sin and decline) 
- Davidic court theology (a descendant of David will rule forever) 



p The Torah 

The "E" Scroll 

Tells the story from Abraham to Joshua ( or Saul) 
Composed in Northern Israel after the split of the nation in 922 B.C.E. (probably 850-750 
B. C.E.) expressing the N orthem Israelite point of view. 

Characteristics: 

Use of"Elohim," Generic name for God. 

Begins with Abraham, not creation.Were earlier portions lost? 

Closely related to "J" Account, although a century later. (850-750 B.C.E.) 

- Separate version of similar story. 

Few direct contacts between man and God. Usually angels or dreams intervene. 
Relationship not as intimate. God somewhat more remote than in "J." 

"E" explains events: "J" just relates them. 

"E" interested iri events, "J" in people. 

"E" and "J" often relate parallel stores. 

- ''E"'s accounts briefer than "J'"s. 

Story Line: 

Genesis XV: 
XX: 
XXI: 
X:X:11: 
X:X:Vlll: 
XXlX: 
X:X:Xl: 
XXXV: 

God's covenant with Abraham 
Abraham and Sarah at Gerar 
6-21 expulsion of Hagar 

· l-19Binding oflsaac (with "J") 
10-22 Jacob's ladder dream (with "J") 
31- XXX:24 Jacob's children (with "J") 
1-54 Jacob flees from Laban (with "J") 
1-8, 14 Jacob at Bethel 

XXXVI 1 :- End of Genesis: Joseph Stories 

"E" is prominent here. 
"J" and "E" tell parallel versions. 

"J" version: 

(names "YHW AH:' and "Jacob" used throughout) 

- Judah protects Joseph from brothers. 
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Joseph sold to Ishmaelites, 

Joseph promoted by Egyptian master (not named). 

- Masters wife lies about Joseph. 

- Joseph in jail. 

Joseph becomes trustee in prison. 

- Fragment about Joseph's brother's "bag." 

- Judah convinces Jacob to send Benjamin to Egypt. 

- Judah convinces Joseph that brothers have changed. 

"Israel" ("J'"s name for Jacob after name change) and his family settle in Goshen at 
Joseph's invitation. 

· "E" version: 

(names "Elohim" and "Jacob" used throughout) 

Reuben saves Joseph from brothers. 

- Joseph is lowly servant in jail. 

Joseph interprets dreams of prisoners. 

- Joseph interprets dreams of Pharaoh. 

Brothers come to Egypt, are tested. 
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- The brothers open their "sacks," not "bags." 
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Reuben, not Judah protects Benjamin. 

- Pharaoh, not Joseph, invites Jacob arid family to settle in Egypt (not only in Goshen) 

"E" is a fuller version. Understandable since "Joseph" is a Northern Israelite tribe (as is 
Reuben). 

"E" material also found in books of Exodus, Numbers, Joshua, and arguably, Judges and Samuel. 
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THE "D" SCROLL 

CONTENTS: THE BOOK OF DEUTERONOMY, 
SERIES OF SPEECHES BY MOSES 

DATE: DISCOVERED IN 621 B.C.E. 
WRITTEN PROBABLY EARLY 7TH CENTURY B.C.E. 

AUTHORS: PRIESTLY CIRCLE PROBABLY IN JERUSALEM 

ACCOUNT OF ITS DISCOVERY: 
AND "DElITERONOMIC REFORM.": II KINGS: 22-23 

THREE MAJOR POINTS IN THE "D" SCROLL: 

1. Absolute monotheism (anti-syncretism). 

2. Centralization of workship "in the place where I make my name to 
dwell." 

: I 

3. "if - then" consequentiality theory of history (immediate reward and 
punishment on earth for good and evil that we do.) 

FOaLLOW-UP TO 'D'SDl DISCOVERY: u . 
A group of "Deuteronomy historians/theologiansie-wrote and heavily 
edited the "J - E" stories in JOSHUA, JUDGES, SAMUEL and KINGS to 
reflect and express the three main points of Deuteronomy. They did their 
work shortly before and after the Babylonian conquest of 586 B.C.E. These 
four books are now known as "THE DEUTERONOMIC HISTORY." 



The "P" (Priestly) Scroll 

Date: ca. 550 B.C.E. 

Place: Babylonian exile 
Authors: Out-of-work priests writing in Babylon about the rituals they 

performed in the Jerusalem Temple (and, perhaps, in the 
Tabernacle in the Sinai desert.) 

Contents: 6 day creation story. 

"Bridge passages" between originally isolated stories. 
P versions of older stories such as ''Noah's Flood." 
All of Leviticus. 
Later chapters of Exodus. 
Early chapters of Numbers. 

P. uses the term "God". 

P. has a less intimate, cosmic view of events. 

The last of the "P" school was also "R", the redactor or editor of the whole 
Torah. This was possibly EZRA, _a priest-scribe in Babylon who brought the 
completed Torah to Jerusalem and read it to the assembled people in 428 
B.C.E. 

This was a crucial moment in Jewish history. The Torah became an 
alternative to the Temple as the central focus of Judaism. At 70 C.E. when 
the Temple was destroyed, it became the only focus of the faith (together 
with the other 34 books of the Hebrew Bible and the Rabbinic 
commentaries.) 


